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National Scrapbooking Day Cardmaking Workshop

Many Wishes | 16 cards, 4 each of 4 designs

Materials Needed:

CC3223 Many Wishes Cardmaking Workshop Kit
Z4189 Intense Black Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad or
 Z3271 Archival Black Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad or
 Z2805 Black Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
Z3825 Abandoned Coral Distress Oxide™ Ink Pad
Z3828 Tattered Rose Distress Oxide™ Ink Pad
Z3829 Spiced Marmalade Distress Oxide™ Ink Pad
Z3886 Peeled Paint Distress Oxide™ Ink Pad
Z3886 Mini Ink Blending Tool

Z1151 3-D Foam Tape
Y1000 1" × 1½" My Acrylix® Block
Y1002 1" × 3½" My Acrylix® Block
Paper Trimmer
Scissors
Adhesive
Washi Tape or Low Tack Tape
Sticky Notes or Scratch Paper 
Ruler

Getting Started:

• Gather all materials needed.
• Light grey pieces on your cutting guide are project pieces. White pieces are leftover paper.
• As you cut your paper, label and sort the pieces as indicated in the cutting guide, creating a stack for each project.

Key:

     = first cut

Cutting Diagrams:

4A
½ × 2¾
(cut 4)

1A & 3A
¼ × 5½

(cut 4 each)

Key:

     = first cut | * = use back of paper | P = Project
Cut diagonal = angle in trimmer
     = suggested stamp placement
(See project instructions for ink color and other details)

dark *light

Peach cardstock White Daisy cardstock
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Project 1: Make 4

1. Attach prepared 1A
2. Stamp three dots on flower centers with Abandoned Coral 

Distress Oxide™ ink, as shown
3. Stamp “HAPPY ANNIVERSARY” on card base with Black ink, 

as shown
4. Embellish with gems

Assemble:

FO
LD

1A

Prepare (4 each):

• Sponge flowers on card base with Tattered Rose, Abandoned 
Coral, and Spiced Marmalade Distress Oxide™ inks and stencil, 
as shown 
Tip: Hold the stencil in place with washi page, or low tack tape, 
and use a mini ink blending tool to apply the ink. Mask the rest 
of the card with sticky notes, or scratch paper. 
Technique:
1. Sponge the center of the flowers with Tattered Rose ink.
2. Sponge the outer petals of the flowers with Abandoned 

Coral ink.
3. Lightly sponge the very outer edges of the flower petals with 

Spiced Marmalade ink, for a hint of color.
4. Lightly sponge over the entire flower with Tattered Rose ink, 

again, to blend the ink colors together.
5. Carefully remove the stencil and masks.

• Sponge leaves on card base with Peeled Paint Distress Oxide™ 
ink and stencil, as show 
Tips: Line up the stencil to match the flowers’ edges. Hold the 
stencil in place with washi tape, or low tack tape, and use a 
clean mini ink blending tool to apply the ink. Mask the rest of 
the card with sticky notes, or scratch paper. 
Technique: 
1. Lightly sponge the entire shape of the leaves.
2. Sponge more ink along the areas closest to the flowers to 

achieve a darker tone.
3. Carefully remove the stencil and masks.

• Clean and dry both stencils
• Sponge edges of 1A with Abandoned Coral Distress Oxide™ ink 

and a mini ink blending tool
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Project 2: Make 4

1. Stamp “lots of love” on the card base with Black ink,  
as shown

2. Stamp hearts with Tattered Rose Distress Oxide™ ink, as 
shown (five times)

3. Embellish with gems

Assemble:FOLD

Prepare (4):

• Sponge flowers on card base with Tattered Rose and 
Abandoned Coral Distress Oxide™ inks and stencil, as shown 
Tips: Place the flower stencil partially hanging off the card base, 
along the lower left, and hold it in place with washi tape, or low 
tack tape. Use a mini ink blending tool to apply the ink. Mask the 
rest of the card with sticky notes, or scratch paper. 
Technique:
1. With a lightly inked blending tool, lightly sponge the flowers 

with Tattered Rose ink.
2. With a lightly inked blending tool, lightly sponge the outer 

petals of the flowers with Abandoned Coral ink.
3. Carefully remove the stencil and masks.
4. Repeat along the top right of the card base, as shown.

• Sponge leaves on card base with Peeled Paint Distress Oxide™ 
ink and stencil, as shown 
Tips: The stencil does not need to line up exactly with the flower 
edges. Hold the stencil in place with washi tape, or low tack 
tape. Use a mini ink blending tool to apply the ink. Mask the rest 
of the card with sticky notes, or scratch paper. 
Technique:
1. With a lightly inked blending tool, lightly sponge the leaves 

with Peeled Paint ink.
2. Carefully remove the stencil and masks.
3. The stencil will need to be removed and replaced  

several times.
• Clean and dry both stencils
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Project 3: Make 4

1. Attach 3A
2. Stamp “CELEBRATE” with Abandoned Coral distress oxide 

ink, as shown
3. Stamp “HAPPY BIRTHDAY” with Black ink, as shown
4. Stamp leaves with Peeled Paint Distress Oxide™ ink, as 

shown (twice)
5. Embellish with gems

Assemble:

FOLD

3A
⅛

Prepare (4):

• Sponge flowers on card base with Tattered Rose, Abandoned 
Coral, and Spiced Marmalade Distress Oxide™ inks and stencil, 
as shown 
Tips: Place the flower stencil on the card base to partially cover 
the bottom right, some of the stencil will not be on the card. 
Hold the stencil in place with washi tape, or low tack tape. Use 
a mini ink blending tool to apply the ink. Mask the rest of the 
card with sticky notes, or scratch paper. 
Technique: 
1. Sponge the right side of the cut-out image with Tattered 

Rose ink.
2. Sponge the middle section of the cut-out image with 

Abandoned Coral ink 
Tip: Use very light pressure where the colors overlap  
and blend.

3. Sponge the left side of the cut-out image with Spiced 
Marmalade ink. 
Tip: Use very light pressure where the colors overlap  
and blend.

4. Carefully remove the stencil and the masks.
5. Clean and dry the stencil.
6. Place the flower stencil on the card base to partially cover 

the remaining portion of the bottom, hold in place with washi 
tape, and mask the rest of the card.

7. Sponge the left side of the cut-out image with Tattered  
Rose ink.

8. Sponge the center of the cut-out image with Abandoned 
Coral ink.

9. Sponge the right side of the cut-out image with Spiced 
Marmalade ink.

10. Carefully remove the stencil and masks.
• Sponge leaves on card base with Peeled Paint Distress Oxide™ 

ink and stencil, as shown 
Tips: Hold the stencil in place with washi tape, or low tack tape. 
Use a mini ink blending tool to apply the color. Mask the rest 
of the card with sticky notes, or scratch paper. The stencil itself 
may need to be partially masked to avoid overlapping any of 
the flowers. The stencil will need to be removed and replaced 
several times.

• Carefully remove the leaves stencil and any masks, then lightly 
sponge over leaves with Peeled Paint Distress Oxide™ ink and a 
mini ink blending tool, as shown 
Tips: Mask the flowers and the top of the card with sticky notes, 
or scratch paper.

• Clean and dry both stencils
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Project 4: Make 4

FO
LD

4A

1. Stamp three dots on flower centers with Black ink, as shown
2. Stamp heart with Spiced Marmalade Distress Oxide™ ink,  

as shown (four times)
3. Attach prepared 4A with 3-D foam tape, as shown 
4. Embellish with gems

Assemble:

Prepare (4 each):

• Sponge flowers on card base with Spiced Marmalade Distress 
Oxide™ ink and stencil, as shown 
Tips: Hold the stencil in place with washi or low tack tape. Use 
a mini ink blending tool to apply the ink. Mask the rest of the 
card with sticky notes, or scratch paper. The stencil will need to 
be removed and replaced several times. Begin by placing the 
stencil over the bottom right corner of the card base. 
Technique: 
1. With a lightly inked blending tool, lightly sponge the petals 

with Spiced Marmalade ink.
2. Sponge the center of the flowers with another layer of 

Spiced Marmalade ink to achieve a darker tone.
3. Carefully remove the stencil and masks.
4. Repeat along the center and remaining corners of the  

card base.
• Sponge leaves on the card base with Peeled Paint Distress 

Oxide™ ink, as shown 
Tips: Hold the stencil in place with washi tape, or low tack tape. 
Use a mini ink blending tool to apply the ink. Mask the rest of 
the card with sticky notes, or scratch paper. The stencil will 
need to be removed and replaced several times.

• Stamp “MANY THANKS” on 4A with Black ink, as shown
• Dovetail stamped 4A
• Sponge edges of 4A with Spiced Marmalade Distress Oxide™ ink 

and a mini ink blending tool


